
English Emergency Plan 

Day 1 

Teach  
Watch the second video (you can watch the first one too, if you’d like) on this website: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjgsk7 

If you cannot watch the videos, read the information below. 

Coordinating conjunctions are used to join together two clauses in a 

sentence. 

These two clauses still need to make sense on their own though - they 

have equal importance. 

For example: I had a terrible cold. I stayed in bed. 

You can add the coordinating conjunction ‘and’ between these clauses 

so it makes one sentence. 

For example: I had a terrible cold and I stayed in bed. 

The three main coordinating conjunctions are: 

 and 

 but 

 or 

However, there are seven coordinating conjunctions in total. You can 

use the word FANBOYS to help you remember them all: 

For, And, Nor, But, Or, Yet, So 

 

Practice 

Activity 1 

Copy and complete these sentences into your workbook, using a 

coordinating conjunction. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjgsk7
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Remember: The coordinating conjunctions are for, and, nor, but, or, 

yet, so. 

1. I like playing football __ my favorite sport is basketball. 

2. Tom loves eating strawberries __ he doesn't like apples. 

3. We could go to the park __ we can visit the cinema. 

4. It is sunny outside __ lets get the paddling pool out. 

5. I was tired at the end of the day __ I had to ride my bike home 

from school. 
 

 

Activity 2 

In your workbook, write four of your own sentences describing these dinosaurs. 

Use a coordinating conjunction in each sentence. 

For example: The blue dinosaur was small yet he was quick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://bam.files.bbci.co.uk/bam/live/content/zjw3bdm/pdf
https://bam.files.bbci.co.uk/bam/live/content/zjw3bdm/pdf
https://bam.files.bbci.co.uk/bam/live/content/zm2c47h/pdf
https://bam.files.bbci.co.uk/bam/live/content/zm2c47h/pdf
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Day 2 

Teach 
Watch the first two videos on this website: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z8d78hv 

If you can’t watch the video, read the information below.  

Direct speech 

Direct speech is when the exact words that have been said by a person 

are written down inside inverted commas. 

 Inverted commas (speech marks) go before and after direct speech. 

They surround what was said by the speaker. For example: 

"I'm pleased to have raised so much money," said Captain Tom. 

Punctuating direct speech 

 A new speaker needs a new line. 

 You should use a capital letter at the start of each piece of speech. 

 Punctuation (question marks, full stops and exclamation marks) go 

inside the inverted commas. 

 If the person who is speaking is named before the speech, you must 

use a comma before the first set of inverted commas. For example: 

Captain Tom exclaimed, “Let’s go and do some more laps of the garden!” 
 

Practice 
Activity 1 

Become a speech detective! 

Read through the newspaper article on the worksheet below. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z8d78hv
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Highlight or point to any examples of direct speech that you spot (you 

can just copy them into your workbooks if you don’t want to print the 

page). 

Top tip! 

 Look for the inverted commas. 

 The rule of a new speaker needing a new line might not be included in a 

newspaper report - the speech won’t be part of a conversation between 

people or characters in this type of writing. 
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Activity 2 

Imagine you are a newspaper reporter and are writing about the day 

the goats climbed up the dam (from Activity 2). 

What do you think people would say to you about what they saw and 

heard? Use your imagination and write down five quotations. 

You need to remember all the correct punctuation and include who has 

said each quote. 

For example: 

"I couldn't believe it! I looked up and was definitely not expecting to 

see a goat climbing up a wall," exclaimed Sarah Hope. 
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Top Tip! 

 Remember, you can only use a full stop at the end of speech if it is at 

the end of a sentence. If your sentence ends with the person who said 

the quote, you need to use a comma like in the example above. 

 

  


